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Question for Class 9/208
I have several related questions which raise issues concerning,
a.) the nature of the course and b.) the nature of the cLass
presentations we are each asked to make. On the one hand, The
way to BIRRa is a work on the level of dialectics "...we do

not propose to add to erudition by research, or to clarify

interpretation by study, or to enrich history with fresh information.

Such functional specialties we presuppose. Our purpose is to

move on to a fourth, to a dialectic that, like an X-ray, sets

certain kgy issuei in high relief to concentrate on their oppositions

and their interplay."(p.viii) Consonant with this is our course

title "Dialectic in Theological Development."

On the other hand, at ow? last session Fr, Lonergan indicated

that it is our task in this course to catch hold of that was
going on in the writers considered, to enter their denkform, to
use an historical approach to grasp their mentality. It is at a
later stage that we might asks were they right?

The second description of our task sounds as if we were limited,

in the course and in the class presentations, to the functional

specialty called history. Why then is The yay to Nicea a dialectical

work? Why does our course have the title it does? Granted that

dialectic presupposes, smblates, and requires the work of

research, interpretation and history, why limit ourselves in

our presentations to the level of history? When will it be appropriate

as we proceed to address the question of horizon that dialectic
reveals?

J.P.



November 13, 1978

Fr. Lonergan:

Attached are:

1.) Two questions for discussion this Thursday. One was
submitted at the end of the hour last week. The other
is an ill-formulated attempt to express an issue raised
in the discussion group.

2.) Seven proposals for papers with attached comments from me.
Hy comments tended to be practical and repetitive: simplify
and focus! I still expect three more proposals to be
submitted. I've met with one of the people, have an
appointment with the second, and the third is Bill Haynes-
so everyone is known to be working on his proposal.

Bill Haynes question from October 10 regarding the relation

of the Verbum articles to the"Christology Today"article is still

on a back burner. I leave it to you whether to address it Thursday,

or on the following meeting, or not at all.

J.P.
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going on in the writers considered, to enter their denkform, to
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later stage that we might asks were they right?

The second description of our task sounds as if we were limited,
in the course and in the class presentations, to the functional
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Quo:1',tloo for Dirs.okion

What is tile relation boteen imgatic developraent and

the advance of uaderstandinrs proper to systematics?

Both appeaz' to be the advance in the subject from undiffer- -

entiated consciousness to differentiated consciousness and in

the object from commonsenoe to theoretical formulations. Yet

dogmatic developzent te:oninates in dogma, whereas systematics

terminates in iTposes about dogoas.

(.17iginIlly, it seems, the emrgence of (fos:ma was the urerequisite .
for the ee.;.e:7f cf sstemtico.	 piori'4y reversed so

dcirIzaopwent of
.

C
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Questions for Discussion

1.) According to your commentary on Aquinas, there is affirmed
about God an act to act relationship that purports to give us an
imperfect glance at the Trinity adorable, inasmuch as man, made
in the trinitarian image, discovers in himself the duo-act of under-
standing (intellitzere) and expression (dicere) This utterance is
expressed in an"inner word': and what is expressed is the true. In
some sense this inner word seems to be trans-linguistic in that it
is the built -in Principle of the human mind regardless of cultural
upbringing or social heritage. How is understanding seperable from
yet related to the inner word? (both in God and in the human knower)

Is not the act of understanding the cause of its effect, namely, an
inner word? If so, does not the human analogy break down, for in
God there are no efficient or final causes except from the creaturely
standpoint and in man there is a need to reason to first cause , which
in itself is pure act with a potency of absolute zero?
What, more precisely, is the ordering of concepts, two in number
that you claim are often erroneously lumped together, which, on the
one hand moves from processions through relations to persons and,
on the other, from the divine persons to their attributes? How is
the systemic differentiation of consciousness related to the soaring
upward of religious experience?

If I understand you, you see a need to transpose the traditional
concepts of trinitarian doctrine on one nature with three persons to
the contemporary context of a single consciousness in three subjects,
Equipped with some of the basic tools in modern and contemporary
thought patterns, these transpositions might be most illuminating,
but how do you yourself understand such terms as "consciousness" and
"subject" when exactly applied to trinitarien theory especially
in the midst of the pluralism of speakings within the philosophical
community? Your terminological shift would seem a sort of transcendental
embezzlement from the riches of existentialism and phenomenology. Ando
if I am correct, does not the analogy again collapse, since within
Gods own inner life there cannot be an "I" and a "Thou" (thought
indeed, in prayer the divine consort is addressed as a personal "Thou")?

How is divine interaubjectivity alike yet different from, the intense
moments of an interhuman phenomenology in which gratitude is the act of
taking full possession so that knowing and loving go hand in hand?

Finally, you claim more recently that the Son of God is an unrestricta;
act of =lye of the Beloved with respect to God the Father, who is
love at its source. You have used current biblical scholarship to
reinforce the point that thclps as used in ecipture is applied only
to the Father and aff2,22. :.,:efei-s specifically to this divine person. No
doubt love has many meanings, but there can be no doubt too, of the adage
"one cannot love whet one does not know" that this same prior knowledge
holds true in respect of love within God. For love proceeding is,
indeed, shrouded in the mists of obscurity without the prior verification
in the procession of truth. Your recent trinitarian ideas seem to reads

Love as source (Father)
Love as unrestricted value (Son)
Love itself (Spirit)

Oddly enough, truth is just knocked out of the picture, and such a
standpoint leaves the adult critic and naive child within the believer
wondering if Fr. Lonergan hasn't played off current biblical scholarship
against speculative knowing, Is one to infer, then, that Bible people
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Questions for Discussion - page 2

and speculative people just don't see eye to eye, or that two
patterns of consciousness within a single knower and lover just
won't mesh? Aga5.n, is Lonergan junior (Verbitlm)at odds with Lonergan
senior (recent theory)?

Wm. Haynes

2.) Assume an authentic subject engaged in the functional
specialty called dialectic. He or she operates upon the assembled,
completed, compared, classifired, reduced, and selected data by
developing positions and reversing counter-positions. (cf. Method 
pp. 249-250) Ye or she perceives moving in and through the data a
development which is more than simply the individual positions of
specific historical characters. The process of development of this
trans-iLdividual reality within history can also be called dialectic.
It has its own exigence, Although not automatic, in many way?. it
resembles Hegel's Absolute Spirit.

Two questions,
a.) What can legitimately be learned from Hegel and what must

be avoided or discarded?
b.) To what extent would you describe the reality peti@ived

as the providence of God, the work of the Holy Spirit, or
some other category of faith?

J.P,
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Questions for Discussion

T. (A,) Three Texts:
"All the development of the dogmanc battles which the Churolg
has waged down the centuries appears..as dominated by the
constant preoccupation., ,,to safeguard...the possibility of
attaining to the fulness of the mystical anion. So the Church
struggled against the gnostics in defense of this same idea of
deification as the universal end,She affirmed, against the Arian
the dogma of the consubstantial Trinity t for .,.if the incarnate
Word has not the same substance with the Father, if he be not
truly Sod, our deification is impossible."

Vladimir Lossky, THE MYSTICAL THEOLOGY
of the EASTERN CHURCH. London, 1957.14

(1 ...untts est Christus: unus autem non conversione divinitatis in
01°'	 mamma, sad assumptione llama/Ili:Livia in Dem."

4\

...(he) is one Christ one, not be conversion of the Godhead
Into flesh, but by taking of the Manhood Into God."

QUICUUQUE VULT, commonly called the
Creed of Saint Athanasius

(B.)	 The Question:
On p.103 of the Wiy. to Nicea appears the remarkable remark that
the rule or YEausius Is like Maxwell's equations for the
electro-magaetic field in that both famed from images, but have
themselves no corresponding images.
The hIstoran of science may follow the progrees4of physical
science that led to Maxwell's equattans, add infti may follow
his own wrestling with the problemi beginning from images'but
finally arriving at equations. Smilarly the historian of doctriw
an follow the "dialectical development of Trinitariaritheology'.
By so doing, however, we who have read Tile. Wax to Nicea can (if
we get so far) only affirm the correctness of the historical
judgment that this, and not something else, was 'going forward'

jrnmediately before and after the Council of Nicea, As a hietorl-
r'cal judgment, this will presumably be open to revision -say, by

the study cf new documentary data,
Although the electroemagnetic field is not experiencable,
Maxwell's eeustions ..cp.n be v.eyif,Led0 anr1 they are verified by
their Implieattous.

(i) Is The 'yule of Athanasies verifiable in the same way?
(2) If so, what are the im211cations by which it is tested?

Dlo they pertain (as Lesoky avers) to.,.t.1.__IelilLsgeetjaeoeagaul, the
(44discernment of spirits'? Or do they pertain (as some of the

authors in TRINIFICATION suggest) to the 'trinification' of the
,,eA	 human world? Is either or both of these impled in the QUICUNQUE

VULT'S affirmation that the unity If the Son with the FatherYa,(„	 entails the assumption of humanity - individual or corporate-ee Intp God?

"We arc accitstomed to speak of the deification of man and his work
and I wish to stress the fact that the only God there is is a
triune God; he communicates htmeadf to es as triune, and there-
fore the deification of the human world is really its 'trinifica-
tion',"	 Frederick Crowet quoted in TRTNIFICA-

TION OF THE WORLD. Regis, Ontario,
1978, p.259.



"What' questions

°Why' questions

data:

deCinitions

How far does the following analogy hold?

What is a circle?

Why is 'au round?
Who is Christ?

Why are we monothetTtS
praying to him?

it	 6 (--c!

I
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(3) Is t1lAre a better way to formulate this question?
(The author of the -T.stion recogn12es that the 4.11.tharaslan Creed dates
from ;yiter Athanasills, perhaps from the fifth century, and Almost certainly
after Chalcedon,)	 C.H.

II. Referring to the dission of circles in Inlighqs
ane can gradualL;csime to und.prtTA why circ1ef3 are circular
if one begins with the imagc of a cartwheel, its hubs and spokes.
Through insigit one arrives at the definition, equality of radii.

image of cartwheel
image of spokes
relatIon of hub to rim
etc,
A series of points
equidistant fron a
center,

images, titlrs
sayings of Scripturee
'Son' "Fnther" etc,

One of whom every-
thing that is true
of the Father 1.s also
true, except the
Fathers being Father

CH
III, Please comment on the comuon usage (e,e. in Karl Winer) that conceives

consciousness in tms of "refAxl.ve" and "pre-rei"lexive You yourself
speak of "conscioul3" and Anoun'„' but the term "known" means more than
just "reflexively coma-doms,"

Delie
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Questions 2Tv Di3csion

1,0n pnze	 note 41 of "Christolol:T Toda7" one finds the

state4ent, "In Christ, however, vho is both divine and human,

ther is both	 divine Ed h-;:tmsln subjectivity, though but a

snole leletly, and. a sinsie hunan subjectivity,"

.11?_anius cf	 "(Livine subjectivity" and how

dual s .jc	 Jesus can avoid a monophysitism

OL.,:3 'my be	 3. tc1. by hb "E.ingle idently,")

inc

ELF%

r-;'L	 50,	 in thc proasosive clorifiontion

Ch)!istin	 Lnd in the contnuous el:evelse of

;1.1 	 ie Chr i.	 1 ry thi; ohrist-

ologcal doci:-:P)ne :Level:Ted," proqoLed r,11, ollowing caricature:

"Lonl!,:3L1 i	 ith Ltn aqfd sense or the

cunta,ative	 olz21-?.d by t3':,6ion."

One couad heg.n	 c' o; 	 by pointing out that

Sci1i ernz.tche 	 pasiz	 God-conociouLnss, tha feeling of

canolui:s	 ycu oapDasize thl experience or

SoAsChip, adopm 	 17ark of the Spixit within us 2a(le

pc3sible by God's sendi'nE,. hi8 Son,

Plase colmont on the 1,c1,0A,3A of 8ch1eiermncher's theological

pv.ogmm to yol:a, own horn

A • .
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